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Abstract

Recent conferences and workshops have been producing

proceedingsinpaper andelectronicforms in bothCDROM

and Web formats. In order to have a readable paper with
some uniformity in a given publication, certain rules must
be followed by authors to ensure a usable final product.

This paper discusses the quality control process.

1 BASIC REQUIREMENTS

Each paper should be readable inboth the paper copy and

on the computer screen. The most important thing is to
convey the information which the author intended. The

electronic copy should reprintable with the same orbetter

quality as thepaper proceedings. Even though some color

is allowed for the electronic copy, no information should

be lost when the paper is printed in gray scales to a black
and white printer.

The electronic files should be as small as possible, since
people will sometimes download the tiles across slow

phone lines and may also have computers with limited
memory and CPU speeds. It is particularly irksome to wait
many minutes to download and display a huge PDF file

only to discover that you are not really interested in the pa-
per. We have found that some large files may take several

minutes just to print, if they print at all.

The electronic copy should display on as many computer
platforms as possible. To this end, the Adobe portable doc-

ument format (PDF) has been adopted for the final elec-
tronic version. Since there are a number of ways to gen-
erate PDF files with varying levels of quality, at present
we ask for PostScript files rather than PDF files. The elec-
tronic processing team then distills the PostScript files into
PDF files with Acrobat Distiller using appropriate settings.

Even so there can be problems with the PostScript file, so
we must also ask the authors for the electronic source files
(ET’, MSWord, figures, .),

2 STEPS IN PROCESSING

Before discussing the quality assurance in detail it is nec-
essary to outline the steps in producing the proceedings.

1. Each PostScript file is distilled via Adobe Acrobat

Distiller into a PDF file.

2. The PDF file is checked with Adobe Acrobat Ex-
change for QA with some minor massaging including
cropping of margins.

* Work supported in part by DOE

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

The Adobe Acrobat Reader is then used to convert the

PDF files back into PostScript files.

A Perl script adds headers and footers with the confer-

ence title and page numbers to these PostScript files.

The PostScript files with page numbers are redistilled
into PDF files.

Thumb nails are added to the PDF files

A searchable index is built from the PDF files.

The table of contents and author index are generated
from the database.

Other boiler plate for the proceedings is generated.

The number of volumes and page breaks are deter-
mined.

All the papers are printed and assembled into proof
copies of the printed volumes.

For PAC’99, we sent a hard copy to the publisher to

print the paper version of the proceedings, although
many publishers will also accept files in an electronic
format. 1

The printer makes a galley proof of the volumes and
sends it back fcm checking. Corrections to the galley
proofs are returned to the publisher.

The proceedings are printed and mailed.

15. A web site is built for the electronic version of the
proceedings. Authors should be requested to check

their papers for errors on the web.

16. The boiler plate is converted to HTML.

17. Web versions of the table of contents and author index
are generated from the database.

18. The web pages of links for keywords are also gener-

ated from the database.

19. The web site is copied to a CDROM and sent to the
publisher for duplication and mailing.

—
1Since we had atreadyresembled and paginatedthe complete text, we

thought it would be simpler to send a hard copy. Then we only needed to
replace a few pages tier reviewing the gatley proofs.



3 STEPS OF CHECKING

The first check should be made by the author. It is best if
the conference can set up an automated Distiller for authors
to test the distillation of papers from PostScript to PDF.

The author should then retrieve the PDF file and check it
for readability, printability, and format including margins.

After correcting problems the author should then submit
the paper as a PostScript file along with the source files
(Word, 14T&, figures, etc.) and a description of software
and platform used to generate the paper.

Before the papers are processed the Distiller needs to be
set up with correct parameters on all computers which will
be used by the processing team. At PAC’99 we had some

problems with this and had to reprocess some papers, If
individual accounts are given to the processing team, we
need to ensure that the distiller profile for each account is

set up identically on each computer, since people will not
always sit at the same computer.

3.1

1.

2.

3.

A
-r.

5.

b.
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First pass

Distill the PostScript file with correct settings. This
pass should embed the complete fonts and not subsets,
since there will be a second pass through the distiller.
xx1,. La..- “---- --,...-:-..oI m-..-- ..,h; ,-h Ia,.1,. Gm.a
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after this step, but after the page numbers have been
.AAfiA ..,--- ,.$+l.h ..,-l. ml. {.,.,-h 7,. - .,ae+r.. ..; ”..\ in
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equations get substituted by letters from the Courier
fofi{.

Check the file size of the PDF file. Files much larger

than a megabyte can cause problems. (For PAC’99 the
average PDF file size was 171 kbytes.)

View the paper on the screen. Note how long the paper
takes to display. If some figures display too slowiy,

then the author may have to rework the figures and
resubmit the paper.
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times files end up in the wrong directories or with in-
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be OK, so long as the subject is the same. The list
nf .,ithn.c fnr a namer ic fr~nllc=ntlv mndifi~cl hilt the
“~ ~“..~~.- ~“. u ~-yw. I.J .L-y.. w.. ..j .A. v.-... v-, --- . . . .

submitting author is generally the same.

Check the page limit; if it is too long for the type of
paper, then have the author shorten and resubmit the

paper.

Check that tihe correct Type i fonts have been used.
There may be a few Type 3 fonts, particularly in fig-

.“—.
ures, or 11BlueSky fonts have not been instaiied with
14T~. In the past if the Type 3 fonts appear in only
a few piaces, then they have been accepted; otherwise
the paper will have to be resubmitted or reprocessed
by an expert from the source fries.

Check the font iist for font substitutions (see $4.2).

8,

9.

10.

Check that the paper has been formatted according to
the instructions.

Check the margins. In many cases it may be simpler to
shift things a little with PitStop than to ask the author
to resubmit.

Print the file, then check the margins with a template,
and compare with the author’s original.

If it passes all these tests, then the paper is ready to be given
to the QA team.

3.2 Second Pass (QA)

The QA team should quickly check the same things as men-
tioned in the above list. The QA team should should be

made up of only a few people who will review the format-
ting of the papers in a consistent manner. They provide
another set of eyes to view the paper to see if something
has been overlooked. It is useful to have people who are
used to reading mathematical equations scan over each pa-
per to see if something looks amiss. If the QA team finds
something wrong, the paper should be sent back to the main
processing team, rather than wasting time in QA. Just as it
is important to educate authors, it is also important to edu-
cate the rmner nrncessors. so they do not keen reneatin~ the---- =..=.. =...-––.-.,–. . ...-..-= . - r-...-..= ----

same mistakes.

3.3 After Pagination

When the printed copy has been assembled with page num-

bers, each page should be checked for flaws and that the
pages are numbered consecutively. The tabie of contents

and author index should also be checked against the page
numbers.

Every page of galley proofs should be scanned, and cor-

rections sent back to the pubiisher. For a iarge publication,
there will always be yet another error which you do not

find.
The web version needs to have the links checked for the

tabie of contents, autihor index, and keywords. it is fastest

to have a large group of people check the links of the papers
by giving each person a ciiiTerent set of iinks and papers to
check.

After producing a good oniine version, then a prototype

CDROM maybe made. Several copies should be made and
tested on as many piatforms as are avaiiabie. For PAC’99,
we tested the CDROM on a PC with Windows, PC with

Linux, Macintosh, Sun, and HP Unix workstations. Severai

passes may be necessary to generate a working CDROM.
. ,-. ,-,r-.r.a. .

~rter sending the LJJKUM off to the pubiisher, a sampie
should be checked before mailing.

4 FORMAT

The paper should be formatted as explained in the JACOW
instructions for nrenaration of papers for EICCt?if3EitC)I’ con-=––,.
ferences. The JACOW templates are set up to use the cor-
rect format; although, sneaky authors may override or try



conceptual design and strawman specifications, section 4 summarizes the results of
computer simulations predicting its pion yield performance and characterizing the
heating effects from the beam, and section 5 discusses stress and durability issues.

Section 6 steps back from the parameters in [1] to examine the technology options

and parameter optimizations available to the rotating band target concept for the
spectrum of possible proton driver scenarios at both muon colliders and neutrino
factories. The paper concludes with comments on the potential for the rotating

band target concept and with an outlook on the R&D program required to bring
this conceptual design to practical fruition.

2 General Design Strategies for High Power Production Targets

This section gives an overview of the general design goals that were considered
important when proposing the target design of reference [1], and on the strategies

employed to achieve these design goals. The intention was to design a target station
that:

1.

2.

3.

4.

can be designed quickly and with relatively modest resources, so it will as-
suredly not hold up the overall development of neutrino factories or muon
colliders

will clearly survive any beam-induced stresses it might be subjected to and
have an acceptable lifetime

is relatively straightforward and affordable to build and maintain (including

target replacement and disposal)

has pion yields per proton and phase space densities that are as good as, or
not much inferior to, what could be achieved with the more idealized targets

that could be designed for operating with low beam pcjwers.

The first item implies that the R&D program for such a t:tiget can be conducted
mainly through paper studies, computer simulations and engineering computer-

assisted design studies, perhaps augmented by a modest amount of mechanical pro-
totyping and/or beam tests if convenient. Such an R&D program appears plausible
for the strawman design scenario of reference [1]. Items 3 and 4 also appear to be
met by this scenario, as can be judged from the informaticm presented in section 3

of this paper and elsewhere [1, 2].

The remainder of this section addresses item 2 in the list, since the single most
difficult design constraint for rotating bands and other solid. targets for muon col-

liders is the requirement of survivability in the face of instantaneous beam energies
per proton pulse of order 100 kJ and megawatt-scale beam powers, i.e., comparable
to or larger than the largest existing proton facilities. A sound design strategy to
satisfy item 2 is to choose beam and target parameters such that the maximum ma-
terial stresses and radiation exposures do not go beyond what has been explicitly

achieved in existing targets or targetry studies. It is clear that this can always be
achieved in principle, even for the highest beam powers under consideration, by:

2
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1.

2.

3.

choosing a target material with appropriate mechanical properties and mod-
erate thermal stresses, consistent with optimizing the pion yield. In practice
this might mean choosing from materials with medium atomic numbers in the
range from titanium (Z = 22) through nickel (Z = 28), as discussed further in

sections 4 and 6, and

sufficiently spreading out the spot size to cope with higher energy beam pulses,
and “

rotating or otherwise moving the target to continually expose new areas of the
target to each beam pulse. This limits both the instantaneous local thermal
stresses and the lifetime radiation exposure of the target material.

Concerning the final item of strategy, the considerable potential for designs
chat continually expose the beam to new target material is amply illustrated by the

tungsten target design for the proposed Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT)
project [5] at Los Alamos National Laboratory. A 1.7 Ge’V,, 100 mA beam is con-
tinual y rastered across a 19 x 190 cm area of the APT tungsten target to limit
the local heating and thermal shock stresses. Impressively, the projected 170 M W
beam power onto the APT target is approximately two orders of magnitude larger
than the applications considered in this paper.

As a detailed difference from the approach for the APT, the band target uses
the more traditional solution for high power targets of mewing the target material
rather than the beam spot. The idea of rotating or scanning high-power targets

has already found successful application in several existing facilities including, for
example, the trolled tungsten-rhenium target for the SLC positron source [6] and
the rotating nickel target at the BNL “g-minus-2” experiment [7]. Target rotation

can limit temperature rises and the consequent thermal stresses on timescales of a
second or less and, in the longer term, it spreads out the radiation load over much
more material. The Fermilab antiproton source target [8] is rotated more S1OW1y
than the preceding examples in order to spread out the radiation dose over the
circumference of the target disk, as is discussed further in sect,ion 5.

3 A Conceptual Design and Straw-man Specifications for a Cupronickel
Rotating Band Target

Table I: Strawrnan parameters for the cupronicl

target band radius (R) 2.5 m

- band thickness ‘(t)
band width (w)

beam path length in band (L)
proton interaction lengths (A)

band tilt angle (cz)
band rotation velocity (v)

0.6 cm
6 cm

30 cm
2

150 mrad
3 mjs

el target band, taken from reference [1].

3
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Figure 1: A conceptual illustration of the targetry setup proposed in reference [I].
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Figure 2: A conceptual illustration [1] of the target layout around the, pion production region.

Table 2: The proton beam parameters that correspond to the stri~wman target parameters of
table 1. Except for the beam spot size, which is specific to the target design, these parameters
‘~ave been taken from reference [9] and are appropriate for the muon collider specifications in that
reference.

parameter

beam energy
protons per pulse (ppp)

pulse energy
pulse duration
pulse repetition rate

beam power
gaussian spot size

value

16 GeV
1.0 x 101J
256 kJ

instantaneous (<< 1 psec)
15 Hz

3.84 MW
OX = 1.5 mm, av = 10 mm

4
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Figure 3: The trajectory of the proton hewn into the cupronickel targc,t band [I]. The aspect ratio
is very distorted - only a small chord of the target circumference is shown.

The discussion presented in this section and the two that follow are specific

to the cupronickel rotating band target design proposed in reference [1], beginning
wit h the overview of that conceptual design given in this section.

Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of the target concept presented in refer-

ence [1] and figure 2 zooms in on the production region. It should be emphasized
that such details as the rollers and cooling setup are shown cmly schematically and
that no concerted effort has been put into their design or Ila:yout. The cupronickel
target band is enclosed in a 20 Tesla solenoidal magnetic pion capture magnet whose
general design has previously been studied [9] by the Muon Collider Collaboration.
The pion secondaries spiral along the solenoidal magnetic channel before decay-
ing into the muon bunches needed for cooling, acceleration and injection into the

collider ring. The radius of the solenoidal channel, 7.5 cm, and the magnetic field
strength, 20 Tesla, are those commonly assumed for recent muon collider studies [9].
The design modification specific to this particular geometr:y concerns the provision

c)f entry and exit ports for the target band. Example coil geometries [10] show that
these ports can be provided with little modification to the design of the solenoidal

channel.

Table 1 gives some relevant parameters for the cupronickel band and figure 3
illustrates the trajectory of the proton beam into the target band. The band param-

eters correspond to the proton beam parameters for a muon collider that are given
in table 2. Different parameter values might be appropriate for alternative beam
scenarios at muon colliders or for neutrino factories. The geometry of the band is

chosen to approximate y maximize the pion yield. The general requirements are
that the proton pathlengt h through the target material should be approximate y 2
nuclear interaction lengths and that the band should be thin enough to allow most

of the pions to escape the target. To optimize the pion yield [1], the trajectory of
the beam through a chord of the target band is at a tilt angle of 150 milliradians
to the axis of the solenoid.

5



The cupronickel band is guided and powered by several sets of rollers that can be
connected by driveshafts to remotely housed motors outside any radiation shielding.
This scenario has been taken from the Zenzimmer mills that are used for pressing

lmetal sheets and has the attraction of being mechanically very simple in the high
radiation area surrounding the production region. Bennett [3] even suggests the
total elimination of moving parts other than the target ba,nd by using electromag-

netic guidance and rotation of the target band by linear motors. Procedures for
installation and extraction of the target band are proposed in reference [2].

The rotation rate of 3 m/s given in table 1 corresponds, for the 15 Hz beam
frequency, to a target advance per pulse by 1/3 of the chord spanned by the proton
beam. The three overlapping proton pulses in any part of the band imply [1] a
maximum total temperature rise approximately double the instantaneous rise from
each individual pulse. Temperature rises and stresses willl be further discussed in

section 5.

A competing concern to the target heating stress that limits the acceptable
rotation rate of the target is the eddy currents induced by the rapidly rotating
band in a strong magnetic field. The eddy current power is proportional to the
conductivity and to the square of the band velocity and a ver,y approximate analytic
(calculation [2] predicts that the power dissipated will be of order several kW. This
is more than an order of magnitude below the beam heating and so is clearly a

manageable heat source. The power will have to be supplied by the electric motor
driving the rotation of the target and the requirements on the drive mechanism are
within typical operating parameters for Zenzimmer steel mills.

Cupronickel alloys are preferred over both copper and nickel for the particular
targetry application considered in this paper because their lower electrical conduc-
tivity will reduce the eddy currents from rotation through the magnetic field of the
solenoidal capture magnet. Cupronickel alloys such as, for example, alloy 715 pro-
duced by Olin Brass [11] have essentially the same density and interaction lengths
as copper and nickel and have very similar mechanical properties. However, Olin
alloy 715 has an electrical conductivity at 20 degrees centigrade of only 2.6 MS/m,

compared to 58 MS/m for copper and 14 MS/m for nickel.

The hot portion of the band is rapidly carried away frcxn the production region
into a water cooling channel, as is the case for the nickel production target at

the BNL g-2 experiment [7]. Although both the peak temperature and power are
much larger than in the g-2 experiment, the surface area of the band has been
chosen large enough to give heat transfer rates of approximately 30 W/cmz [1]
that are comfortable even in the presence of a steam boundary layer. It has been
suggested [3] that the target and capture channel should be in a helium atmosphere
to allow the easy distillation of water vapor and any other impurities. This will
have negligible effect [2] on pion production due to helium’s low density and low

atomic number.

6
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Figure 4: Pion momentum spectra [1] at the plane 90 cm downstream from the central intersection
of the beam with the target, determined for the beam and target parameters of tables 2 and 1,
respect ivel y.

Table 3: A summary of the MARS Monte Carlo results and derivati ire predictions for pion yields
and thermal parameters that were presented in reference [11. The simulation used the target band

nd proton beam parameters of tables 1 and 2

parameter

r+ (m-) yield/proton

peak energy deposition/pulse
peak inst. temperature rise
peak total temperature rise

total power deposition in target band
average cooling rate

. .
orresponding to ,

CuNi
0.622 (0.612)

69 J/g
151°C

- 300”C

0.324 MW
31 W.cm-z

L3.84 MW proton beam power.

4 Pion Yield Predictions and Thermal Parameters of the Cupronickel
Band Target

Detailed MARS [12] tracking and showering Monte Carlo simulations were per-
formed [1] to obtain the pion yields per proton for the beam and target parameters

of [1] that are reproduced in tables 1 and 2. The graphical results in figure 4 cor-
respond to yields of Y+ = 0.622 and Y_ = 0.612 positive and negative pions per
proton for the momentum range 0.05< p<0.80 GeV/c. The peak energy deposi-

tion density was found to be 68.6 J/g per pulse, corresponding to a temperature
rise of AT= 151°C and a total power dissipation in the target of 0.324 MW. These

predictions are summarized in table 3.

These pion yields and the predicted phase space densities are almost identical

to the best predicted yields for the exotic liquid mercury jet targets that are also

under consideration [4] for muon colliders and neutrino factories. Optimization
studies [13, 9] for both mercury jet and band targets further suggest that such

7



yields are rather close to the optimum that could be obtained even for a low power

proton beam, thus satisfying the fourth of the design goals stated in section 2.

5 Stress and Durability Issues for the Cupronickel Band

As an application of the design strategy presented in section 2, this section exam-
ines the nowihilities for eva!uatirm the sllrviva.hilitv of f,h~ rllnrnnickel hand target,r-------- ~ ---- ___ ,-. _.. ---.J _._r ----------

through benchmarking to existing targets. The Fermilab antiproton source tar-
get [8] appears to be one of the most suitable targets for benchmarking the hand,

so we begin by summarizing its design and operating parameters.
The Fermilab ant,iprot,on ta.met con~ist~ nf 1141a vertical stack nf 3 nicke! target,“- .,__––L–&,L ~. ., -. --------

clisks plus one copper target disk, each approximately 1 (cm thick and 4.7 cm in
radius: and interspersed wit h copper cooling disks. The target is cooled by forcing

air up the vertical axis and through channels in the copper cooling disks. The stack
of disks is enclosed in a titanium can that would contain target the material in
case of failure, but the can is not in contact with the disks and so is irrelevant for
considerations of mechanical survivability. A 120 GeV proton beam passes through

a chord of the selected target disk, with an intensity [8] of 1,6 to 2.1 x 1012 protons
per 1.6 gsec pulse, which is incident every 2.4 seconds.

The energy per pulse of the antiproton source, up to 40 kJ, is almost an order
c)f magnitude below the 256 kJ muon collider specification of table 2. Despite this,
the round beam spot has a gaussian sigma at entry of only 140 microns [8], and
this exposes the antiproton target to local energy deposits and temperature rises
much larger than MARS predictions for the cupronickel band, which assume a much
larger elliptical spot of dimensions OZ = 1.5 mm, Oy = 10 mum. As shown in table 1,
the cupronickel band is predicted to sustain a maximum instantaneous energy de-
position of approximately 70 J/g per proton pulse, compared to the 500-600 J/g
maximum depositions at the the Fermilab antiproton sourlce. The impressive peak

temperature rise in the antiproton target is 1100”C over 1.61Usec, to be compareci

to 150”C instantaneously and approximately 300”C over a fraction of a second for
the band. .

While the comparison of the preceding paragraph is suggestive that the instan-
t aneous heat stresses on the cupronickel band might be acceptable, there are several
issues to be resolved before one has confidence in the benchmarking comparison with

the Fermilab antiproton target. Issues include the effects of the different target ge -
c)metries and the question of how closely the 1.6 psec timescale for energy deposition
in the antiproton target approximates the instantaneous energy deposition in the

band.

To further understand the shock heating stresses on the cupronickel band, finite

element computer simulations have been performed [15] using ANSYS, a commercial
package that is very widely used for stress and thermal calculations. Energy den-

sity distributions for the simulations were generated using the MARS [12] particie
production Monte Carlo package. The very preliminary simulations show periodic
returns to maximum stress (i.e. “ringing” ) but with iittie or no amplification be-

yond the initial stress. This is encouraging, and seems plausible given that the
... .

c)scmatlons occur in the band dimension that is much shorter than the other two so
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the geometry is quasi-one dimensional and with little potential for focusing. Further
ANSYS simulations of band target geometries are commencing [16], and these are
intended to include explicit benchmarking simulations on the Fermi lab antiproton

target.
The other threat to the survival of the target band comes from exposure to ra-

diation. This can change the material properties of target materials by transmuting

some of the target atoms to new isotopes or elements and by causing dislocations
in the atomic lattice. Face-centered cubic metal lattices such as copper and nickel

are known from experience to survive radiation damage better than body-centered

cubic metals like iron or tungsten. Target damage studies at Los Alamos National
I,aboratory and elsewhere [17] predict a risk of failure for copper and nickel targets

‘1 to 10ZZ minimum ionizing par-after integrated doses somewhere in the range 10
titles per square centimeter, which corresponds to approximately 0.3-3 GJ/g of

cleposited energy.
It is straightforward to obtain a rough estimate of the integrated doses on the

cupronickel by noting that the parameters of tables 1 ancl 2 correspond to doses,

along the centerline of the band and for an accelerator year of 107 seconds, that
accumulate to:

3 m/s
summed energy deposition ~ 140 J/g x ~x ~ ~ ~m x 107s -0.3 J/g, (1)

where 140 J/g is the energy deposited per rotation and the second term is the target
rot ation frequency. Since 0.3 GJ /g is the lower limit for predictions of target failure,
the initial conclusion to be drawn is that it may well be acceptable to replace the
target band after each year’s running. More detailed studies are obviously neede[i
to check and refine this first simple estimate.

To recap, this section has provided a first look at benchmarking the cupron-
ickel band target to the Fermilab antiproton target and other existing data from

operating targets. The two indications from these initial comparisons are that:

1. the much greater temperature rises in the operating Fermilab target give some
initial confidence in the short-term survivability of the target but the com-

parison has not yet been made rigorous

2. the simple calculation of equation 1 suggests that potentially damaging ra-

diation doses would accumulate over an acceptably long timescale for the
cupronickel band target, despite the 3.8 MW beam power, because the ra-
diation dose is spread over the entire circumference of the band rather than
being concentrated in one region.

More detailed studies are beginning to check and clarify these very preliminary
findings.

6 Technology Options and Parameter Optimization

The parameters of the cupronickel band target presented in reference [1] and sec-

tion 3 represent no more than an educated guess at a relatively optimal configuration

9



for the 4 M W proton driver parameters of table 2. The R&D required to verify and
refine this design is just beginning and it is expected that other parameter values

and design refinements will likely turn out to be better suited for this and other
proton driver scenarios.

Entry-level neutrino factories have been discussed with proton driver powers of
1 M W or less, and this will clearly allow some relaxation of target design parameters.
At the other end of the scale, proton drivers for neutrino fac!ories of up-to 20 MW

have also been discussed at CERN. In some neutrino factory scenarios, the proton
beam is partitioned into smaller bunches than is feasible for muon colliders and this
will generaii y also allow for a reiaxat ion of target parameters.

Some examples of parameters that need to be optimized depending on the
specific proton driver scenario are:

~. tha hoam .nn+ ai.o anrl tho erncc_.aetinn.l arna nf th,n hanrl Thn.a .xr{ll tend“.1- “----- “~-. “-v- . . . . “.. - Q. ““” “Vu.,. ”.. w w UW “. . . . . “W.lu. A ..U” V ,7 . . . .u.. -

to become larger for increasing proton pulse energy

2. the target circumference and rotation rate: these will both tend to increase
with increasing average beam power; the first to inlcrease the surface area

available for cooling the target and the second to moderi~te the localized target
heating.

These parameter values and the those of the proton driver will also determine the
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1. the cooling technology. Helium gas cooling might perhaps be technically sim-
pler than water cooling but the latter can provide larger heat transfer rates

per unit area. Radiative cooling is a third possible opticm for refractory target
materials such as graphite [18], tantalum [3] or tungsten

2. the band drive and guidance. The optimai choice might depend on the ievei of
frictional drag from eddy currents in the magnetic field (ofthe capture solenoid

,,, .
ana tms depends in turn on the target band cross section, the target material
and the target rotation velocity. The Zenzimmer-type rollers presented in
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the cupronickel band and default parameter set. Smalller frictional loads would
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drive, as suggested in reference [3]

3. the choice of target band material, as will now be discussed further.

Evacuations of severai targets for pion yieid and for heating and shock stresses
were performed [13, 18] using MARS simulations. It should be noted that t hew

comparisons between eiements depended on target densities and on the specific
targetry scenario used, so they provide only approximate guidance. However, the
trend in heating stress was ciear, with the stresses best fcm iow atomic number
(Z) elements and becoming rapidly worse with increasing Z. To balance this, pion

.,,
peias were predicted to be iower for iow-Z materiais than for those with medium
cm high atomic number. Instead of a steady rise in yield, the yield was found to

piateau somewhere between Ai (Z= i3) and Cu (Z=%l) (eiements in between were



.

not investigated) and then to remain constant to within the accuracy of the study
all the way out to the high-Z elements tungsten (Z=74) and mercury (Z=80).

This comparative study of target elements, along with the outstanding track

record of both copper and nickel as target materials, w,as part of the basis for

the choice of cupronickel as the target band material proposed in reference [1], with
nickel (Z=27) and copper (Z=28) both towards the 1ow-Z end of the plateau in pion
vield. It would clearly be helpful to repeat the yield study for elements between

~M and Cu to pin down the exact fall-off position of the yield plateau, especially
since some of the elements in between and their alloys are known to have excellent

mechanical and thermal properties for targetry applications, particularly Ti (Z=22),
V (Z=23), Cr (Z=24) and Mn (Z=25) [19, 20].

While initial studies suggest the suitability of these medium-Z elements for

a 4 M W proton driver for muon colliders, lower-Z elements such as graphite can
always be considered as options to extend the rotating band design to larger safety
margins or to even more demanding beam specifications. The penalty to be paid is

that graphite, for example, appears to have [21] only about 2,/3 the pion yield of the
elements on the yield plateau. Despite this, such bands might anyway be used in the
same target station as uses medium-Z bands – either as insurance against problems

with the medium-Z band or as an entry-level band to be eventually replaced by one
~vith a higher yield.

7 Conclusions and Outlook

This paper has reviewed and enlarged on a previously proposed design [1] for a high

power pion production target station based around a rotating cupronickel band tar-
get. The design scenario is mechanically rather straightforward and can be readily

extrapolated from, and benchmarked to, existing targets. Initial computer simula-
tions [1] have predicted relatively optimal pion yields and the initial comparisons,
made in section 5, with the operating Fermilab antiproton target suggest that the

c:lpronickel band target parameters of [1] will survive the proton beams for at least
some of the neutrino factory and muon collider scenarios that+ are under discussion.
hlore generally, it was argued in sections 2 and 6 that vialble rotating band target
designs almost certainly exist for any of the proton driver scenarios that have been
seriously discussed for either muon colliders or neutrino factories. The question
is one of design optimization rather than feasibility, and whether the demands of

target survivability force any significant compromises on the pion yield or phase
space density that can be supplied by the target.

The evolutionary nature and relative simplicity of the target design and concept

appears to make it compatible with a few-year R&D program to first explore the
o?tions and parameter space and then, if all goes well, tc) refine and develop the
design towards construction at a neutrino factory or muon collider. Such an R&D
program might develop something like this:

. in 2000: A) Paper studies to further clarify the design options and issues,
including developing databases of target material properties, existing targets,

past experimental targetry studies and contact information on targetry ex-
perts and contacts, B) stress simulations and optimization studies using .4X

11
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SYS or a similar finite element analysis package. C) “beginning engineering
studies on the target layout, mechanical issues and cc)oling options, D) de-
velop a conceptual design for the beam dump, E) further yield optimization

studies on target geometry and the band material, using MARS or similar

particle production codes, F) further particle trackin,g studies to explore the
integration of the target design with the beam dump and capture and phase
rotation channels.

● in 2001: More detailed design studies for specific scenarios. Detailed assess-

ments of, and comparisons with, other target options.

● 2002 and beyond: continuing design studies might lead to mechanical proto-

typing if this is found to be necessary and to beam tests if these are convenient
and would add significantly to the existing pool of experimental knowledge.

● by approximate ely 2004: ready to begin constructing a rotating band target

for a neutrino factory or muon collider.

The R&D issues for successive years have been spelled out in progressively less

detail but will necessarily involve a ramp-up in manpower, beginning from perhaps
2 full-time equivalent people in 2000. Such an R&D progr~m looks to be of modest
extent compared to the efforts required for the more exotic targets needed for,

e.g., neutron spallation sources. Indeed, the overall program looks compatible with
installing a rotating band target station at a neutrino factory or muon collider
facility for potential operation as early as 2006 or 2007.
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